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1. MACHINE DETECTOR INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS 

From the detector point of view. what experimenters need is an outline of the 
EXPECTED machine parameters tempered with some indication of the POSSIBLE machine 
parameters. Given guidance from accelerator physicists on the machine, experimenters may get 
the germ of an idea of how to exploit a particular machine propeny. Similarly. given some 
indication of what is imponant to the experimenters, accelerator physicists may have ideas of 
how to modify the machine appropriately. We discuss below a list of machine parameters as 
viewed by experimentalis&. 

1.1. Luminosiry 

From the discussions in the other working groups at this workshop it is apparent that no 
planned experiment anticipates a wealth of data -- typical experimenls am looking at B-physics 
in exclusive channels with small branching ratios. For example, to measure the CP Asymmetry 
angle beta, we hope to use tie decay B --> J/w + K i. The B branching ratio for this decay is only 
4 x 10d. Then in addition the I/I+----> 2 )I ot 2 eleclrons branching ratio is only 0.06. the Ki --> z- 
ii branching ratio is 0.68. the typical detector rapidity and Pt efticiencies are small. and the B 
must be tagged by seeing a lepton from the other B in the event. The IypicaJ overall efficiencies 
are of the order of 10~9.~Therefore the experimenter’s demand for B-physics is for the largest 
possible integrated luminosity in the shortest possible time, i.e. for higher and higher 
luminosities. 

1.2. Number ofBunches/Bunch Spacing 

This parameter coupled with the luminosity gives the number of interactions per crossing 
seen by a detector. Here lhere are not many quantitative studies (in fact we are aware of no 
specific study on B-physics), but the gut feeling is that fewer interacticas per crossing is better, 
since the detector information is then less confused. In high transverse momentum (P,) physics 
(e.g. W, 2. top,. .) these extra interactions are not expected to be a major headache since the 
txtra particles in the event from the extra interactions are from minimum bias events and have 
typical Pt.s less than a few GeV compared to the phenomena being inve&igated. This confusion 
factor is likely to be more important for “soft” B-physics [decay products of 5 GeV object 
produced with low PI) than it is for high Pt physics at the same accelerator. 

Given a trigger on a rare event, the average number of extra interactions is the same as 
the number of interactions per crossing. Recall that the probability of n interactions per crossing 
is given by Poisson statistics, so the distributions have very long tails. The average number of 
interactions per crossing is only part of the story, and the number of trig&ted events with more 
than 3 extra interactions in the crossing can be large. See Table I for an example at the Tevatmn 
at a luminosity of ld2, 
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Table 1. Interactions of the Tevatron al luminosity 103’ 

Bunch spacing 
( “SCC ) 

number 
of 
bunches 

average 
number 
of extra 
interactions 

5% with % with % with 
>or= >or= >ur= 
3 extra 6 extra IO extra 

3 6 15.4 100% 99% 90 96 

396 36 I.8 25 % I& 

132 9Y 0.6 2% 

The bunch slructurc also has severe implications for the detector elcclronic read-out 
systems. I1 is worth noting that both CDF and DO ak the Tevaron are attempting to build elec- 
trorocs in all systems capable of 132 nsec between crossings as part of the round of detector 
upgrades leading to Tevatron Collider Run II with 396 “xc spacing, The “hjecc is to build all 
this electronics once and avoid the need of another expensive upgrade Mer. It is important to 
understand Ihe Tevalron bunch scenario for 132 nsec as these electronics designs are being 
frozen within the next year. For example, the required existence of an abort gap between some 
bunches may provide an opportunily for the experimenters in lheir design. How long are these 
abort gaps ‘? Row many are see” at an interaclion region ? Similar questions and answers should 
have an effect on B-detectors at Ihe SSC. 

1.3. Beam Energy 

In our thoughts this is fired at the SC. but historically has been variable over a small 
range (546 GrV 10 YM GeV, perhaps eveno~ally even slightly higher) at the Tcvatron. B cross 
secL~““s rise with energy and larger statistical samples are always better -- this is one clear 
advantage of the SC. II has been pointed out al this workshop that the theory prediction of the B 
cross section from CERN p-pbar to the Tevatron does not match the results reported by CDF. II 
the Tevatron could be operated with high luminosily at a lower energy, we could learn inlor- 
malion vitally importam to all the planned experiments at higher energy colliders. 

1.4. Luminosiry Lifetime 

Experiments roost cope with PEAK luminosilies while tbe final physics results depend on 
the INTEGRATED luminosiry. By selling a trigger threshold on some parameter, the enperi- 
menler triggers the delcclor on a fixed cross seaion and therefore the trigger rate is directly 
propordonal 10 luminosity. As the luminosity decreases. the experimenters usually retrliate hy 
lowering the parameter lhr&hold so as to keep the trigger rate “ear the peak capahiiily of the 
defector. However. the greatest INTEGRATED luminosily comes from the short periods at the 
highest luminosity. so the final experimental slalislics on a given process are strongly coupled to 
the peak luminosity. Any effori which smooths lhe peak to valley ratio of luminosily is welcome. 

1.5. ~*/Longirudinal Emirtonce 

These two parameters couple 10 give the length of the luminous region. AI the Tevalron 
the region is very long (sigma of order 30 cm) and this complicates the experimental design of 
the silicon vertex detectors now at the heart of most collider detector h-physics suatcgies. For 
example the CDF SVXII is now designed as a 1.02 meter-long barrel lo cover the rapidity range 
of q tl .O. while a device only 0.22 meters long would be required if the Tevalron were a 

longitudinal point source. AI an estimated silicon barrel cost approaching 40 K$ pr centimeter 
of length. this extended source problem lranslales directly into a lo: of cash. Could changes in the 
RF or a small crossing angle help this siluation without I”” much compromise in the luminosity ? 
Again, at the Tevatron. these devices are being designed now for Collider Run II and beyond. so 
feedback on the machine possibdides will be far more timely now than five years from now. The 
silicon detectors under design all have conceptual upgrade paths, so information on possible 
changes in the luminous region for far future collider runs is also useful. 

1.6. Troonsvurse Emirtance 

Experimenls (e.g.. CDF’s SVT) now envision fast secondary vertex triggers based on 
silicon vertex detector information. The idea is Lo look for charged tracks with a large impact 
parameter when extrapolated lo the transverse beam position. as expected if the tack actually 
comes from a secondary vertex. Therefore these trigger devices depend on a small and stable 
transverse barn six What are the expected (and possible) machine parameters ? Note that the 
presence of extra inleractions in an event can confuse these triggers -- for example if you wished 
to make a secondary verLex cut al IO0 microns with such a trigger and the tranver~e beam size 
were already of order IO0 microns, the lriggcr would select multiple imeraclions and not b- 
decays. Similarly, if the Lransverst beam spot moved by IW microns beween collider stores or 
during a single store. the trigger could be confused unless this transverse position information 
were available in real Lime. On the other hand if the experimenters assume a 50 micro” beam size 
but 10 microns is possible. this can make a huge difference in the trigger design and perfor- 
mance. Clearly this is an area whew the experimenlalisls and acccleraIor physicists must be on 
the same wavelenglh all the time. 

2. SUMMARY OF TEVATRON PERFORMANCE - PAST, PRESENT AND 
PROJECTIONS 

In this section we give a summary of Tevatron Collider performance. focussing on the 
recent Collider Run as it relates Lo the potential for future B-physics expaimcnls at Fermilab. We 
consider the overall performance characteristics, and present specific issues concerning intensity 
limitations, lifetimes and beam stability. 

2.1. Performance summaq of the 1992.93 Trvarron Collider Run 

The recently completed Collider Run has see” the successful implementation of separated 
orbits and simultaneous operation of two inleraclion regions. As a result of these and other 
improvements, the peak luminosity achieved was over a factor of four greater than previous 
levels and the average delivered luminosity exceeded I pb-I / week. A plot of the integrated 
luminosity over the run, as compared to the previous run. is shown in Fig. I 

There was a steady increase in the initial luminosity, and in the integrated luminosity per 
store during the early phases 01 the run, which can largely be auribuled to increases in the 
extracted number of pbars which achieved collision. The inital luminosity was observed to be 
essentially proportional to the numher of available pbar:, as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, two 
diffcrenl operating modes are depicted: the nominal p = 0.5 m and the p* = 0.25 m, corn- 
spending to Iwo alternale low-beta inscrlion latlices in “SC. 
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Figure 1. lowgrated Collider luminosity for the 88-89 and YZ-Y3 runs, 
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Figure 2. Initial luminosity as a function of pbars achieved at collision. TWO operaling modes are 
shown: the open circles are al b’ = 0.5 m and the solids are at p* = 0.25 m. 

Under typical operating conditions. inilial luminosities in the range of 6-8 x 103’ cme2 
sec.1 were achieved accompanied by luminosity lifetimes in the range of I5 hrs. as shown in 
Fig. 3. The lifetimes were seen 10 be due primarily 10 emioance growth which, in Urn, is 
believed LO ix caused by low-level power supply noise. Fig. 3 indicates that the lifetime is 
largely independent of luminosily. although there may be a slighl degradation aI lower p due 10 

the lacl that less time was spent finding and mainlaining an optimal operating point under ties 
condiliow The corresponding particle lifetimes are shown in Fig. 4. which shows the lime 
evolution of protons and pbars during the coarse of lhree successive stores. 

“+?+-r+ 4 10 
Luminosity @30/s) 

Figure 3. lnilial luminosity lifelime as a function of the inilial 
spond to p* = 0.5 m and the solids correspond to p’ = 0.25 m. 
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Figure 4. Time evolution of three successive Collider stores for particle intensities (proroos, 
solid. p-bars. heavy solid) and the measured luminosity (dashed). Ihe dominaol factor in the 

light 

luminosily lifetime is due 10 emillance growth at the rate of 0.3 E I hr. 
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2.2 Oprrorional Issues 

In addition to the usual issues related 10 hardware reliabilily. there were a numhcr 01 
operalional issues which affected the stabilily of the beam. The primary issue affecting operadon 
was due IO periodic drifts in Ihe Tevalron orbit, and hence in Ihe Tevalron operadng point as a 
resull 01 [he nonlinear fields in [he device. believed lo he due primarily LO the nonlineariries in 
Ihe low beta quadrupoles. The position of lhe inleraclion region was observed 10 drift by as much 
as 200 microns over Ihe course of several stores. accompanied by tune changes and. in some 
ca.%s, changes in Ihe particle IKelimes. Although not possible during [his run. il is believed lhat 
such orhilal changes can be conuollcd in future operation. 

2.3 ProjtwPd Ttwuron Op~rofion 

The opcrabon of the Tevatron Collider follows three s,ages in the coming years. as shown 
in Table I. The lirst of these slages. lahcllcd IB. involves Ihe commissioning of a new. higher- 
energy Linac. accompanied hy an expected gain of a facmr of three in inlcgrated luminosily. In 
Phase II, the number of hunches will be increased 10 36 X 36, giving rise lo an expecwd incrcasc 
in luminosily of an addilional 30%. Finally. in the Main lnjeclor era. the intcgrared luminosity is 
expected Lo reach 20 ph~‘lwk. 

Another mode of operalion has been considered in which Ihe bunch number is increased 
10 99 X YY. In order for such a mode of operarion 10 he feasible. il is necessary IO dcvclop last 
ri%-lime kickers. This nphnn will he explored more fully in Ihe following seclion. 

2.4 T~vnrron Bunch Lnadiq 

Prcsen~ly [he Tcva~n collider operates wilh six prolnn and six phar hunches spaced 
evenly arnund the ring (3500 nwc spacing). The hunches arc loaded nnc at a Lime srarling wilh 
Lhe protons. Each hunch consisL$ of eleven huckcls coalesced inlo one which is done in Lhc Main 
Ring. As [he inlcnsity per bunch incr~ascs. the number ofinleraclions per crossing as seen hy Ihc 
expcrimrnls increases to an unncccplahle level. Thcrcforc in a lurure collider run. [he Tcvalron 
will switch 10 thirty-six hunch opcradon. Hnw these hunchcs arc loaded is conslraincd hy a 
number al faclors. 

I. There musr he a gap in lhc hunch train for Ihc ahorl kickers 10 rise Lo their nominal vollagc. 

2. Both crperiments (BO and Ml) mw rcceivc lhc same luminosily. 

3. To use Ihe preswn coalescing syslem. the hunches musl he spaced no less lhan ,wcn,y~onc 
huckels (3Y6 nsec) apart. 

4. No hunch-‘%” collisions. 

The constrain& dictate a three-fold symmetry oi three groups of twelve hunches spaced al 
wemy-one buckels within Ihe group. Figure 5 shows Ibis configuration at a panicular monw~t in 
time. The ahor( gap is 2600 nscc which is smaller than the prescm gap of 3SllO nscc. 
Developmenl on shnrlening Lhc rise lime of Ihe ahort kicker is nndcrway. 

As with the prescnl loading scheme. the pmlons would he loaded l~irst. Twclvc halchcs 
would hc coalesced inlo twelve hunches spaced a, 376 nscc. They would hc injected inlo Ihc 

Tevalron as a group. Three injections would fill the Tevation. The presenl injection kickers are 
adequate for this purpose. The pbars however, are loaded in a differem way. l%e pbar source will 
be modified exlracl four balches of phars. These would lhen be coalesced in the Main Ring and 
injected into Ihe Tevatron. This requires an injection kicker wilh a rise time of a[ least.316 nsec 
and a flattop time of ar leas1 1224 “sec. A kicker meeting these requirements is under develop- 
ment. 

For ninely-nine hunch operation in lhc Main Injector era and assuming two experimenrs. 
[he injection kicker liming requiremenU become very suingent. The bunches would be grouped 
in three groups of thirty-three each wilh a bunch spacing of I31 “sec. Injection kickers would 
have 10 be developed with lhis rise time. Also there would have to be modifications LO Ihe Main 
Injeclor coalescing sysLem as well as RF modilicadons IO lhe pbar source. The protons could be 
loaded in balches aT thirty-three hut Ihe pbars would be loaded twelve al a lime. 

Figure 5 (a). Loading scheme for the 36 X 36 mode of operation. The bunches are arranged 
with three-fold symmclry and an abort gap sufficient 10 permit clean removal of the beam. 
(b) Loading scheme for 99 X 99. 

2.5 Orher Projected hn,,rovem~nrs Bunched-beam Cooling 

A proposed scheme for improving [he integrated luminosily is the use of smchastic 
cooling of the hunched-hcam in Lhe Tevatron. The process by which this is done is similar LO that 
roudnely carried out in and-prolon storage rings, bul with the addilional complication Lhar the 
feedhack signal musr be carefully scparaled from lhe large coherent signals associated with the 
hunched ham. This projecl is now in developmem a[ Fermilab and if successful can signifi- 
canlly increase Ihe Wegrated luminosity of a given store. The effecl of a cooling time on the 
order of 20 hrs. can lead Lo a 50% increase in inlegraled luminosily, as shown in Fig. 6 
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Figure 6. Simulation of Bunched-beam cooling. An increase in inlegraled luminosity <II appron- 
imalely 50% is realized with a 20 hr. cooling Lime 

2.6 Bunch Shmming 

In an elf011 Lo pennil sborler bunches in Lbe Tevam~n, an invesligalion was underwken 10 
dclermine viable means of controlling bunch length. One scheme propuscd wu d,at of raising 
the rf frequency. However. upon further study il was delcrmined that a much simpler method was 
LO raise the rf voltagt~ The bunch length scaling with voltage is shown in Fig. 1. The associated 
scaling of the momenun spread is shown in Fig. 8. 

Figure 7. Bunch length scaling with rf vollagr 
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Figure 8. Momenum spread scaling with I!’ voltage 
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It should be noted that il is assumed that the Tevauon is well below instability tiresholds 
such LhaL the shorter bunch lengths do not present a stability problem fur the Collider. 


